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Abstract 

In this paper an analytical model for the reliability of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is proposed. Dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) handles safety applications in VANETs. The DSRC current specifications may lead to severe performance 
degradation in dense and high mobility conditions. Therefore, an adaptive algorithm is introduced to increase system reliability in terms of 
the probability of successful packet reception and delay of emergency messages. Another salient feature of the proposed model is that it 
enhances the security and privacy issues of vehicular ad hoc networks. The performance of proposed model is examined using NS2 
simulations. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a form of Mobile ad hoc network which provides communication between vehicles 
and between vehicles and road-side base stations. A vehicle in VANET is considered as an intelligent mobile node capable of 
communicating with its neighboring nodes in the network.  The difference between VANET and MANET is due to high 
mobility of nodes and the large scale of networks. 

VANET is a self-organizing network that works on both Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC) and Vehicle to Infrastructure 
Communication (VIC). VANETs applications have been driven by dedicated short range communication (DSRC) or IEEE 
802.11p [1], which helps drivers to drive safely. IEEE 802.11p medium access control (MAC) uses carrier sense multiple 
access with collision avoidance. 

DSRC uses 5.9 GHz with a 75 MHz spectrum, which is divided into seven 10 MHz channels and a 5 MHz guard band. The 
control channel is used for safety applications, whereas remaining six channels for service channels. 

In VANET, each vehicle is equipped with on-board unit (OBU) and there are road-side units (RSU) installed along the 
roads. The OBUs and RSUs communicate each other using the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) protocol. The 
basic application of a VANET is to allow arbitrary vehicles to broadcast safety messages (like road condition, traffic 
information) to the nearby vehicles and RSUs so that remaining vehicles may divert their routes and RSU may inform the 
traffic control system to adjust traffic lights for avoiding traffic congestion. 

Security and privacy are also critical issues.  In vehicular ad hoc networks, vehicles download data from RSUs. In this 
paper a novel security model protocol called broadcast encryption (BE) to encrypt the data that only authorized applicants can 
decrypt. It also ensures vehicles privacy which is one of the important security features of VANETs. In summary, VANETs 
reliability enhanced with the following contributions: 

1) An application layer data sharing protocol is designed to facilitate data downloading. MAC layer collisions and hidden 
terminal issues are avoided with coordinated relay transmission in sharing. 
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2) Security and privacy protocols are developed in VANETs to guarantee the applicants exclusive access to the applied 
data and the privacy of the vehicles involved in the application. 
3) Analytical models are derived to evaluate the impact of the distance between vehicles and RSUs. 
4) The performance of proposed model can be examined using NS2 simulations, in terms of throughput, packet delivery 
ratio and end to end delay. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 

For most of the existing work, the performance of data sharing is constrained by the MAC layer collisions and the hidden 
terminal issues. The channel access delay of the DSRC has been analyzed in [2] and compared with the self-organizing time 
division multiple access scheme, which is more suitable for VANETs real-time applications. In [3], the framework for sharing 
the DSRC between vehicular safety and non safety applications are proposed. By assuming uniform distribution of vehicles on 
the road, their simulations show that safety applications are not compromised. In [4], a 1-D Markov chain has been used to 
calculate the delay and the reception rate in VANETs without considering the delay in each stage due to a busy channel. In [5], 
an analytical model for the performance of delivering vehicular safety messages is proposed, without considering the mobility 
of vehicles. The neighborhood of a single roadside unit operating in a non-saturation traffic regime is considered in this model. 
In [6], a 2-D Markov chain is used to model the impact of the differentiated AIFS on a stationary vehicular scenario. A fixed 
number of vehicles are assumed within transmitter range and have not considered vehicle mobility. The saturation performance 
of the broadcast scheme in VANETs is proposed in [7] and [8]. They assumed saturation conditions, ie., stationary distribution 
without considering the vehicle mobility impact on the system performance. [9] derived an analytical model for delivering 
safety messages within inter vehicular communication. A perfect channel access is assumed and hidden terminal problem, 
collision probability, and vehicle mobility are not considered. The probability of the end-to-end connectivity between clusters 
of vehicles distributed uniformly on the road is derived in [10]. A new opportunistic packet relaying protocol that switches 
between data muling and local routing with the help of vehicles on the other direction are introduced.  

An intuitive method is that each applicant reports a public key in the request message and then the service provider 
distributes encrypted data to the corresponding applicants [11], [12]. This method is not scalable, but applicable as far as the 
data is not frequently applied. It is less efficient than the broadcast when multi-users apply for the same data. 

Privacy is one of the important security features of VANETs. Two major categories of techniques are proposed to provide 
privacy for vehicles which are group based protocols [13] and pseudonym based protocols [14]. [15] proposed pseudonym 
exchange protocol called AMOEBA to provide privacy for vehicles. In AMOEBA, vehicles form groups and a group leader 
will be chosen randomly in each group. All messages that are transmitted between group members and RSUs should be 
forwarded by the group leader. Therefore, the group leader may cache and shuffle several requests and responses. In other 
words, group member’s privacy is protected by sacrificing that of group leaders. These group leaders are randomly selected 
who may reveal group member’s privacy. [16] describes a protocol to provide privacy for vehicles by introducing some 
randomness. But it supports unicast communication. 

 

III.  SYSTEM MODEL 

In the safety applications of VANETs, vehicles broadcast two types of messages: warning and status messages. Here 
warning messages contains safety related information whereas status messages are periodically sent to all vehicles within their 
transmission range and contains vehicle’s state information such as speed, acceleration, direction and position. 

A. Network Model 

Network entities can be classified into three categories in VANETs: nodes (vehicles), roadside infrastructure and the 
authority and application servers as shown in fig.1. 
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Fig.1. Vehicular ad hoc networks 

 
Nodes are ordinary vehicles on the road which can communicate with each other and RSUs. Vehicles are equipped with 

sensors and Global Positioning Systems to collect information about their speed, acceleration, direction and position. 
Roadside infrastructure consists of RSUs distributed along the road sides to collect data and transmission. 
The authority and application servers are powerful workstations which are responsible for management and service 

data provision respectively. The authority knows all keys and is incharge of service scheduling. Service data to vehicles are 
provided by application servers. The authority and application servers have powerful processing ability. Thus the 
computation time is ignored in this paper. 

In this paper, non-real time data downloading in the highway scenario are focused. RSUs are deployed along the highway 
at several kilometers far from each other. On the highway some vehicles may travel faster or slower than average, but the 
majority of vehicles travel with similar velocity is assumed. 

1) Channel Assignment: In the VANETs, according to the 802.11p vehicles share the wireless spectrum, which has seven 
10-MHz wide communication channels. Among these seven channels, one channel is used as the control channel which is 
reserved for short, high-priority messages. The two channels at the edges of the spectrum are reserved for future usages. The 
remainder is service channels which are available for both safety and non-safety applications. In this paper, one service 
channel is defined as coordination channel in which vehicles periodically broadcast their geographic information every 300 
milliseconds. Some control messages will be transmitted in this channel .Two other service channels, named data channels, 
will be employed to share data among vehicles. Vehicles and RSUs use the same transmission power in all channels with 
communication range R. Moreover, multi-radios are equipped in each vehicle and RSU, so vehicles and RSUs are able to 
send and receive messages in multi channels simultaneously.  

2)ReliableCommunications:In this framework Broadcast is utilized. However, there is no acknowledgment in the 
broadcast. Thus, reliable communications for a certain packet cannot be guaranteed. In this situation, coding methods, such as 
fountain codes, can be used to counteract the effect of packet loss in the wireless channel. In order to transmit a message 
which is comprised of k symbols to the receiver, the sender will encode the k original symbols to ḱ encoded symbols and 
then send out these encoded symbols. As long as the receiver gets at least (1+ε)k encoded symbols, the original message can 
be recovered, where1+ε is the decoding inefficiency. If we know that the packet deliver ratio in the wireless channel is Ppdr, ḱ 
should be at least (1 +ε)k/Ppdr to guarantee the reception at the receiver side. Note that, the computation overhead that is 
introduced by the fountain code encoding and decoding is negligible. Coding methods are employed in the data channels for 
efficient data sharing. Messages in the coordination channel are transmitted without being encoded in order to be compatible 
with other applications. 

 

B. Cooperative Data Downloading Framework 

1) Vehicles Classification: Vehicles are classified into three types according to their roles in our framework. 
Applicants are vehicles that purchase data.  
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Downloading vehicles are vehicles that download data from RSUs for applicants. They are assigned by the authority 
according to their geographic positions.  

Relay vehicles are responsible for forwarding data to buyers which are more than one-hop away from downloading 
vehicles. Moreover, because some popular data may be applied by multiple vehicles, the existence of relay vehicles can 
prevent RSUs from distributing the same content repetitively. 

2) Downloading and Sharing: A secure cooperative data downloading framework for paid services in VANETs. The 
proposed framework is comprised of two major parts, secure data downloading and efficient data sharing. 

RSUs periodically broadcast hello messages in the coordination channel. Vehicles will forward the first RSU’s hello 
message that they hear for one time by piggybacking it on the next geographic message. As shown in Fig. 2, when a vehicle, 
such as vehicle 1, hears the forwarded hello message from the vehicle 3, it will broadcast one-hop request messages in the 
coordination channel. Its neighbors who get the request message will forward it to the RSU. After receiving the request 
message, the authority will define some downloading vehicles and distribute a data unit to each of them.The time that a 
downloading vehicle needs to download a data unit is defined as a  time unit (δ).  

 

Fig. 2. Data downloading framework. 

When these downloading vehicles are at least I+R far from the RSU, they will start to share the data one by one, where I 
is the interference range of RSUs and vehicles. The distance I +R guarantee that all receivers in the communication range of 
the downloading vehicle can receive data without collisions and interference from the RSU. The data sharing procedure is 
shown in Fig. 2. Vehicle 11 (downloading vehicle 1) will share the data unit 1 by broadcasting. After that, it will choose a 
relay vehicle who can further forward the message to applicants that are several hops away.A certain vehicle may be served 
as both downloading vehicle and a relay vehicle in this frame work. For instance, if vehicle 11 selects vehicle 9 (downloading 
vehicle 2) as the relay vehicle, vehicle 9 will broadcast both data unit 1 as a relay vehicle and data unit 2 as a downloading 
vehicle after vehicle 11 finishes sharing. If vehicle 11 selects vehicle 8 as the next relay vehicle, vehicle 8 will broadcast data 
unit 1 after vehicle 9 shares the data unit 2. In this protocol a forward sharing process is included to transmit data units from 
back to front. 

 
C. Security Model 

1) Short Group Signature: In this paper, the short group signature scheme for privacy provision is resorted. With short 
group signature, members of a group sign messages under the name of the group. In a group, there is one group public key 
and many corresponding group private keys. A message that is signed by any group private keys can be verified with the 
unique group public key, and the signer’s identifier will not be revealed. However, the authority holds a tracing key which 
can be used to retrieve the group private key from the signature. If one group private key is assigned to only one user, the 
signer can be identified after the authority gets its group private key. 

2) Broadcast Encryption: is a security technique to encrypt broadcast content in such a way that only qualified users can 
decrypt it. In the broadcast encryption, unsubscription of some users will not affect the remaining users. Moreover, the 
system is secure against any number of colluders. In this paper short cipher texts are exploited. Therefore, it is more efficient 
in communications.  

IV.  SECURE SCHEMA FOR DATA TRANSMISSION 

The principle of the schema is that messages in AODV must be authenticated to guarantee the integrity and non-
repudiation so that the protocol can be prevented against several kinds of attacks. Each node in a network has its own a pair 
of public key e and private key d following RSA Public-key Crypto-system by self-generation, and each node contains a list 
of neighbor nodes with records containing the information of a neighbor node including neighbor address, neighbor public 
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key, and a shared secret key. This information is formed after the key agreement between two neighbor nodes to negotiate a 
pair of keys and a shared secret key. The details of our security schema for AODV are described as the following sections. 
4.1 Key agreement process between neighbor nodes 

A node joining a network requires to send key agreement messages to its neighbors to negotiate a shared secret key. The 
concept of this process is based on HELLO message in ad-hoc routing protocols. The node broadcasts a message indicating the 
negotiation request with neighbor nodes: <AGREEMENT_REQ, request_id, sender_addr, eS >. On receiving this request, 
nodes reply a message: <AGREEMENT_REP, request_id, sender_addr, neighbor_addr, eN> (where eS and eN are the public 
key of the sender node and replying node, respectively; request_id is a sequence number generated by the sender node) to 
indicate the receiving of the request message and inform that it is ready for the key agreement process. For each received 
message, the request node creates a new record in its neighbor list. Each record contains filled neighbor address and filled 
neighbor public key; the other fields of the record are empty. For each new record in the list, the request node (A) negotiates a 
secret key with the neighbor node (B) by the following steps: 

1. Generate a key KS by using a secure random number generator, 
2. Encrypt KS with eB (node B's public key) = encrypt eB (KS), 
3. Send an offer message <KEY_OFFER, encrypt eB (KS)> to B, 
4. Wait ACK from B and check message integrity to finish the negotiation  

When node B receives the offer message, it decrypts encrypt eB (KS) by its private key (dB) to get the shared key kS. Then, 
node B sends the ACK message <KEY_OFFER_ACK, request_id, hKS (request_id)> to indicate successful shared secret key 
negotiation, where hKS (request_id) is the hashed message of request id by the shared key KS. 

Since RSA algorithm is used in the negotiation, the confidentiality of the shared key is guaranteed between the two nodes. 
The shared key is used for authenticating messages between two adjacent nodes later in AODV routing protocol. In the case a 
node does not have a shared key with its neighbor nodes, it cannot participate in routing transactions. 
 
4.2 Route request 

Route request (RREQ) is initiated by a source node (S) and then propagated by intermediate nodes until the message 
reaches its destination node (D). On receiving RREQ, an intermediate node I, according to AODV routing protocol, checks 
whether the message will be re-broadcasted or not. If the message needs to be re-broadcasted and the sender is in node I's 
neighbor list, it will send (unicast) a message to request the authentication process from the sender: <AUTHEN_RREQ_REQ, 
src_addr, broadcast_id>. When receiving the authentication request, the sender creates an authentication reply message 
containing <AUTHEN_RREQ_REP, src_addr, broadcast_id, hashKS (RREQ)> where hashKS (RREQ) is the hashed value of 
RREQ message by the shared key KS between the two nodes. The authentication reply message is unicasted back to node I. 
Node I on receiving the message will check the integrity of the RREQ message by hashing the message with using the shared 
key Ks and then comparing with the received hashed digest. If the comparison is successful (the integrity of the RREQ 
message is guaranteed), node I continues steps following AODV such as set up reverse path, increase the hop count, 
rebroadcast the message and so on; otherwise, the RREQ will be discarded. The process continues until the message reaches 
the destination. The destination also authenticates the sender of RREQ (neighbor of the destination) by the same procedure. 

4.3 Route reply and route maintenance 
Route replies (RREP) in AODV are also targets for attacks by malicious nodes. In our schema, when receiving a RREP, a 

node requests the sender to proof the integrity and non-repudiation of the message by sending an authentication message. The 
request for authentication is <AUTHEN_RREP_REQ, dest_addr, dest_seq_#> and the reply is <AUTHEN_RREP_REP, 
dest_addr, dest_seq_#, hashKS (RREP)> where hashKS (RREP) is the hashed value of RREP message by the shared key KS 
between the two nodes. After the authentication process is successful, a node continues to the steps in AODV, otherwise, the 
node drops RREP since it is invalid. 

In route maintenance process, only route error report message (RERR) is a target for attacks in AODV protocol. Our 
schema requires the authentication process in sending route error messages to prevent attacks from malicious nodes. The 
authentication request and response for RERR is <AUTHEN_RERR_REQ, unreachable_dest_addr, 
unreachable_dest_seq_#>, and <AUTHEN_RERR_REP, unreachable_dest_addr, unreachable_dest_seq_#, hashKS (RERR)>, 
respectively. 

 

V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

A. Exclusive Data Access 
Our framework guarantees applicants’ exclusive access to the data that they apply. Before the authority disseminates data, 

it will encrypt the data by using a session key Kd derived from the broadcast encryption technique, as shown in equation (1). 
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The encryption ensures only applicants who pay for the service are able to get the key Kd. In other words, the applicants have 
exclusive access to the data. 
B. Privacy Provision 

This method allows vehicles to download data with their privacy under protection. Eavesdroppers are not able to link any 
two messages sent by the same vehicle. Applicants only need to prove their legitimacy to RSUs and the authority in the 
request phase. In this procedure, applicants’ privacy is guaranteed by the short group signature protocol. After the request 
phase, applicants do not need to send any messages. Therefore, it is impossible for eavesdroppers to compromise their 
privacy. In the data distribution phase, the authority attempts to define downloading vehicles according to their positions. 
Because only vehicles themselves have their secret keys, eavesdroppers cannot know who the downloading vehicle is. In the 
data sharing phase, relay vehicles are chosen randomly from candidate sets. After the data sharing, similar to downloading 
vehicles’ assignment, random index Fi and F’i are used to appoint relay vehicles. Later, when the next relay vehicle starts to 
share a certain data unit, eavesdroppers can only be sure that this relay vehicle was a member in its predecessor’s the 
candidate set. However, they can not exactly identify which member it was. We would like to emphasize that in the relay 
vehicle selection process, except the downloading vehicle and the selected relay vehicle, even vehicles in the candidate set do 
not know who is selected. All they know is they are not selected. Thus, in our framework, it is impossible for eavesdroppers 
to link any two messages from the same vehicle. 

 
V SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we use NS-2.34 to evaluate the performance of the proposed cooperate data downloading protocol. We 
examine the number of data units that a vehicle can download in a drive through with different effective distances between 
RSUs. Comparisons between our protocol and an existing cooperative downloading protocol “VC-MAC” will also be given. 
After that, the time that vehicles spend to download all the data and real time throughput will be exhibited. Finally, we 
evaluate the throughput of our protocol when multiple files are requested. Moreover, Comparisons between our protocol and 
a simple sharing protocol are presented. 

In order to produce realistic simulations, modified PHY and MAC which provide cumulative signal to noise plus 
interference ratio, header and frame body capture, structured and modular MAC procedures are employed .Some parameters 
that will be used in our simulations are listed in Table. 

 
Parameter value 

Number of Nodes 50 

Maximum packet size 512 bytes 

MAC type Mac/802_11 

number of mobile nodes 30 

Initial energy in Joules 100 

Communication range 500m 

Simulation Time 50ms 

Table: Simulation parameters 
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FIG: Simulation Results. 
 

From the simulation results throughput packet delivery ratio and end to end delay increases as the simulation time 
increases.In secure AODV the system reliability increses since the number of vehicles that ave chance to send the status  
messages will decrease. This means that not all vehicles get a chance to access the channel and send there status  packets.In 
secure AODV only the authenticated vehicles sends there status  packets and can access the channel results in reducing the 
traffic. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an analytical model has been presented to analyze the reliability of the IEEE 802.11p in VANETs’ safety, 
security and privacy applications. The analysis is based on a new mobility model in which the relationship among vehicle 
density, speed, and the follow-on distance rule is derived. In the analysis, several factors have been considered, such as the 
impact of mobility on the link availability between the transmitter and the receiver, the distribution of vehicles on the road, and 
the average number of vehicles within the range of the transmitter. The proposed model is built on the fact that vehicles are 
broadcasting their status messages securely.  
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